
Optimize your Issuance Solution with 
Entrust DatacardTM and MULTOSTM

Card issuance solution that matches your precise needs

Entrust DatacardTM high-volume card issuance solutions align with your exact requirements.  
Whether you are expanding an existing operation, moving your program in-house or 
launching your first high-volume operation,  Entrust Datacard’s highly efficient solutions can 
be configured to meet your precise needs. Their card personalization and card delivery 
platforms reflect more than 40 years of industry leadership - and they offer a range of 
customer-driven enhancements that empower you in important new ways.    

MULTOS has been at the heart of the secure smart card industry 
for 20 years, and over 1 billion secure MULTOS smart cards and 
devices have been shipped.  It is industry renowned as the 
premier standard of security and quality, and has obtained the 
highest band of security approval, the Common Criteria EAL7 
certification.  MULTOS EMV cards are widely issued and provide 
issuers with a robust and reliable card holder asset.

Entrust DatacardTM has been a member of the MULTOS 
Consortium since 2005, and leverages the industry backed and 
highly secure MULTOS EMV smart card technology.  

www.multos.com

A LEGACY OF TRUST

SECURITY & QUALITY

www.entrustdatacard.com

Entrust DatacardTM is one of the founders of the contemporary 
smart card industry and has always been at the forefront in 
providing innovative smart card solutions.  With a significant 
level of MULTOS expertise, Entrust DatacardTM are active in the 
development of MULTOS as a leading EMV solution.  

Since the launch of MULTOS as an open standard smart card 
operating system, Entrust DatacardTM has been supplying 
“MULTOS Data Preparation and Personalization” software to 
card personalization bureaus and card issuers, which enables any 
MULTOS smart card application to be created and loaded to any 
MULTOS compliant chip using Entrust DatacardTM 
personalization equipment.  

Adaptive IssuanceTM 
MULTOS Data Preparation 
and Perso

MULTOS is an option that is 
available within the complete 
Adaptive IssuanceTM Suite -- built for 
security, simplicity, and 
game-changing adaptability.

Datacard® Adaptive IssuanceTM 

Suite is a complete family of 
products for secure document 
issuance.

Datacard® Adaptive IssuanceTM 
Job Enable provides and interface 
to automate daily tasks efficiently, 
reduce operator intervention and 
streamline operations in your 
issuance environment.  

The platform is highly secure by 
controlling production job start and 
offers the ability to monitor Central 
Issuance systems and job status, 
and retrieve production statistics in 
real-time.  

 

EMV Issuance Solution


